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ABSTRACT 

This research assumption underpins that residential users often have an attachment to a certain place and 
view it as a high-quality dimension. Accordingly, identification and evaluation of spatial utility 

determinants can help architectures design satisfied spaces. The present study analyzes role of spatial 

utility in spatial attachment to housing complexes. Due to nature of attachment, this research is in part 
affected by sociological and psychological dimensions of human life. Spatial utility constituents were 

identified with regard to the conducted studies, which are as follows: security, social interactions, and 

spatial physical framework. Then, their impacts upon spatial attachment were examined. The population 

consisted of 400 residents in districts 2-6 of Tehran. The questionnaire was randomly distributed among 
these respondents. The collected data were then analyzed by using SPSS software. The questionnaire 

reliability was assessed by performing Cronbach Alpha test. The data normality and relationships between 

the variables were evaluated by performing Simonov-Kolmogorov test and Pearson test respectively. 
Impacts of the independent variables upon the dependent variable were measured by performing a 

multivariate regression analysis. As the findings suggest, security, social interaction, and framework 

properties can account for %86 of spatial attachment. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Attachment is defined as an enormous enthusiasm about sth/sb (Dehkhoda, 1998). Jay Cobs views 

attachment to a setting as a deep human traits. In his view, people in face of some certain locations 
express their attachment to them and therefore conceptualize them as home (Daneshpoor, 2009). Spatial 

attachment is a symbolized relationship between people and the concerned spatial situations, which 

conveys an emotional, sensational, and cultural message about settings.  

Spatial attachment builds a foundation for personal and collective understanding of the settings and 

usually is created in a cultural environment. Accordingly, spatial attachment is beyond an emotional and 
cognitive experience and also involves cultural beliefs establishing relationships between people and 

settings (Altman & Low, 1992).  

Spatial attachment makes contribution to greater satisfaction and pleasure (Partovi, 2008). The present 

study intends to examine parameters impacting upon spatial utility and subsequently increasing spatial 

attachment.  

Places to which people feel attached are dynamic and vital settings. The attached individuals feel it their 

duty to do increase their utility. Thus, these places are always dynamic and changing. Attachment of users 

to their life climate helps them improve their living environment and makes them committed to 

improvement in life quality (Shamai, 1991).  

The Research Problem 

Humans establish a mutual relationship with their surrounding environment i.e. they find their life 
necessities in the environment and the environment exerts significant impact upon their life. Today, most 

citizens are afflicted with abnormal and polluted atmospheres because of non-recognition and lack of 

proper planning.  
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As Altman (1992) points out, reduction of spatial attachment causes some changes in human relations. In 

urban regions, humans may observe harsh and non-concerted context, of which they cannot get rid. By 

changes in life style and increase of apartment life in new era, living spaces are narrowed and collective 
environments exert minor impacts upon human life. In the existing conditions, human-made 

environments cannot fulfill most human requirements. Therefore, for improvement in life quality and 

sense of duty on the residential environment, spatial attachment of the users should be strengthened by 
different related parameters.  

Significance of the Study 

Establishment and improvement of relations between users and their surrounding environments are the 

most crucial challenges of artificial space designing, which involves a detailed recognition of users' 
behaviors in different environments. A large number of studies have investigated attachment and its 

influence on human-environment relationship in different sciences. A variety of scholars in different areas 

of study has attempted to explain and identify this sense and its influence on human life as an influential 
parameter of a proper space design.  

Personal and collective values affect attachment. People participate in social activities with regard to their 

sense of attachment. Spatial dependency is consistent with social role, security, and cultural 
communications in the concerned environment. Although spatial attachment is dependent on socio-

cultural properties and traditional-local components, a complementary space is needed beside internal 

spaces of apartments for fulfillment of socio-cultural requirements of residents and their commitment to 

their life environment. This setting increases attendance of people, social security, and their sense of duty 
on their living environment.  

The Study Purpose 

This study primarily intends to identify determinants of a proper environment creation, improve them, and 
subsequently strengthen spatial attachment to housing complexes. A strengthened spatial attachment 

improves life quality of the users.  

A human-environment relation is established beyond material issues on the basis of spatial qualities and 

mental properties of humans. Spatial attachment is affected by a large number of causes and obstacles. 
Ultimately, the present research attempts to identify parameters which strengthen or weaken spatial 

attachment.  

It analyzes relations between residents and the related housing environments in order to offer guidelines 
for improvement in housing environment qualities. The other purposes are as follows: An encouragement 

of residents for more effective participation in their surrounding housing environment, an extension of 

internal space functions to external spaces, an increase of security for the users, and a participation of the 
users in protection of public landscape.  

Theoretical Principles 

Concept of Space & Place 

In essence, concept of space and place is associated with attendance of humans. Places are validated by 
humans living in them. When a human knows a space or feel it –however intangible and shapeless- a 

spatial sense is created.  

Humans individually and collectively change spaces to places, by attributing meaning to them (Carmona 
& Tiesdell, 2007). Also, Ralph (1967) considers places associated with human destiny and existence. A 

human being is a life in a world full of distinguished places i.e. a placement and an identification of life 

occurs in distinct places.  
The main meaning of place essence is conveyed by its specific setting, residents, and/or physical 

experiences. All these properties are the critical spatial components. Ralph (1976) defines a space as a 

safe setting for observing the surrounding environment. A space is somewhere, to which a human feels 

belonging because human life is not formed everywhere. A space is a perspective, in which a human sees 
himself. 

Theories of spatial senses are divided into phenomenological groups and psychological groups. In the 

former which is predominant in the literature (Stedman, 2002), a sense of spatial attachment and 
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proximity is defined as immaterial properties of the concerned place and a proximity to its spirit (Einifar, 

2008). Schultz (1997), Ralph (1976), and Simon (1982) are of theorists that define phenomenological 

properties for places.  
In the latter, a place is an area of a geographical environment, in which conceptual and mental properties 

are inherent. As a result, humans need a sensational, emotional, and spiritual experience of their living 

environment.  
Moreover, a spatial sense is a catalyzer, which changes a space to place (Falahat, 2006). In his theory of 

place, Canter (1977) identifies three components for spatial qualities: Framework, performance, and 

meaning.  

Accordingly, Punter (2003) defines three layers for a space: A physical space, activities, and users' spatial 
impressions. This author regards the following as determinants of a framework: The created landscape, 

penetration, furniture, and decoration. Determinants of meaning are readability, performance, attractions, 

and cultural formalities. Influential parameters of activity are application, movement, behavior, and 
pattern.  

A Sense of Attachment to Places 

A sense of attachment to places is a complicated and multi-layered concept, which is described as the 
force of gravity between people and places (Altman, 1992). A spatial attachment is a cognitive and 

emotional relationship between humans and their environment. This relationship is resulted from a 

complicated sensational and social mechanism and personal differences. In other words, a spatial 

attachment is a higher level of spatial sense which plays a significant role in use and continuance of 
human presence in the place. Spatial attachment which is based on a spatial sense is beyond awareness of 

presence in the place. It establishes a relation between people and places in a way that they feel belonging 

to their concerned environment and imagine some roles for their environment on the basis of their 
experiences of signs, meanings, performances, and traits. Hence, that environment is respected (Steele, 

1981).  

A spatial attachment is an indication of humans' creation of meaning for places (Gifford, 2002). A 

symbolic relationship with places and conveyance of culturally-shared emotional and sensational 
meanings for places make contribution to this attachment, which builds a foundation for spatial 

understanding and establishment of a relationship with it (Daneshpoor et al., 2009). Benito et al., (1999) 

describe spatial attachment as an establishment of an emotional relationship with the concerned place and 
considers humans a part of it.  

Attachment to a place -same as attachment to a person- can be created by a regular relation with that place 

(Billig, 2006). In most analyses of human-space relation, emotions are concerned. However, these 
sensational qualities are accompanied with recognition (thought, knowledge, and belief) and method 

(practice and behavior).  

A Spatial Utility 

Spatial utility is a broad concept, which is interpreted by terms such as life satisfaction, public welfare, 
social well-being, etc. (Epley and Menon, 2007). King (2003) views happiness and satisfaction as two 

main components of life quality i.e. life quality is identified by considering a person's satisfaction of 

crucial life spheres and a sensational experience represented by happiness. In general, spatial utility is 
affected by a combination of parameters building a foundation for life dynamics in the given community 

(Faraji, 2010). 

Spatial Utility Determinants 
In recent years, a large number of scholars have investigated spatial quality improvement and its 

indicators. A focal attention to space is significant to both human and space. Spatial utility is measured by 

physiognomy indices such as place size, degree of surrounded-ness, texture, color, etc. Additionally, 

qualitative dimensions impact upon human-space relation and subsequently spatial utility. In the model of 
Marana and Rogers (1975), which is the first theoretical model of spatial utility and attachment, spatial 

utility owes to a person's understanding and evaluation of environmental properties such as cleanness, 

security, and social interaction as well as to personal traits such as gender, age, and social class.  
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Studies on spatial utility and sense of attachment primarily employ the proposed method of Williams et 

al., (1989) i.e. a social science scholar in Rocky Mountain Research Department. Similarly, the present 

study uses three criteria of this research team and therefore evaluates spatial utility in terms of social 
interactions, security, and spatial framework properties.  

Social Interactions & Spatial Attachments 

Social science researchers believe that human-place relationship is more stabilized and strengthened when 
it is rooted in social interaction in the given place. As Ralph (1976) suggests, there is a strong relationship 

between communities and places.  

A place is an indication of beliefs, values, interactions, and commitments among people in a given 

community. A satisfactory framework and quality of housing environment increase spatial attachment. A 
sense of attachment to low-quality places is a manifestation of residents' deep attachment to each other 

(Hashas, 2004). To put it differently, a sense of attachment to residents can cope with negative 

framework-related features.  
Religion as a drive for people's attendance in religious ceremonies and social capital (Demoori et al., 

2010) can increase interactions and social feelings in residents (Casakin & Billig, 2009:831). Social 

interactions can be created, limited, and enhanced by the space (Carmona & Tiesdel, 2003). In a case of 
significant relationship in a given environment and place, that place conveys some meaning of the related 

social relationship. Indeed, that place creates a sense of attachment due to social relationship development 

and shared experience creation among the residents (Pakzad, 2009) because the place, in addition to 

events, is a reminiscent of shared memories. Personality traits and communicability of residents as well as 
their evaluations of other residents and atmosphere of neighboring affect social interaction typology and 

level.  

Social variables such as culture and social symbols are very important to creation of a sense of 
attachment.  

Studies prior to 1978 often concentrated on role of social parameters in this attachment, without any 

consideration of framework variables. While scholars such as Rappaport (1990), Poroshanski (1983), and 

Roger (1986) take role of framework variables, they regard them as social interaction drives under the 
aegis of common environmental symbols and the relevant environmental potentials. All humans have 

social needs and seek belonging to relatives and friends. In this order of sense of belonging, the 

environment creates a context for socio-cultural activities, in which people identify and interpret 
framework elements with regard to their own cognitive structure and perception. Accordingly, humans 

collectively encode the environment.  

A Sense of Spatial Security & Attachment 
A face-to face contact and its continuation give a sense of security to neighbors, create an emotional 

attachment, improve social trust, and increases the spatial attachment (Chalabi, 1996; Chalabi & Amir, 

2004). On the other hand, Brown et al., (2003) believe a fear of malefaction causes people not to attend 

local and public events.  
Fears weaken spatial attachment. Consequently, communities are limited to housing environment. Fears 

cause greater vulnerability, which in turn weakens spatial attachment (Taylor, 1996; Weinberger et al., 

2011). Lack of discipline in housing environment, malefactions, paint splashing on walls, rambles, noises, 
and drug abuses cause great fears and mistrusts in residents (Russ & Jung, 2000). Residents show 

reactions with regard to these worries and fears.  

They may not interact with their neighbors or may move from their residential area without any sense of 
spatial attachment (Amir Kafi, 2004). Therefore, spatial attachment is strengthened by taking security 

parameters into careful consideration.  

Physical Properties of Space 

Humans attempt to have a relative self-recognition by finding their similarities to and distinctions with the 
external world. They attempt to find their pieces in the external world and approach to themselves. Or, 

they attempt to find their complementary by observing differences between themselves and the external 

environment. The greater a space addresses humans, the more feasible it interacts with them, the more it 
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is consistent with their patterns of behavior and habits, and the more likely it fulfills their expectations, 

the greater they feel belonging to that space (Pakzad, 2006).  

There is a close relationship between space and human's behavior. A good performance is put in when 

people receive their response from their space as regards their needs. The more likely their space can 
fulfil their needs and expectations, the better that space can put in its performance and the more likely it 

show its potentials.  

An access to a high-quality environment is expected by all humans. Spatial utility can fulfil their 
expectations. Functional relationship improvement makes contribution to spatial utility (Pakzad, 2006). 

Unfamiliar and alien relationships devoid of any harmony with culture of people cannot fulfill 

expectations of users in a shared environment (Talebi, 2004).  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The Research Methodology 

The Research Method 

This research is a qualitative study in nature. Moreover, it is a correlational qualitative study because it 

uses measurable criteria.  

Housing space properties and spatial attachment are independent and dependent variables respectively. 

Impacts of housing space properties upon spatial attachment of residents are evaluated by employing a 
causal-comparative approach.  

The Research Questions 

1- To what extent does spatial utility impact upon spatial attachment? 

2- What are properties of housing environments increasing spatial attachment? 

The Research Hypotheses 

1- Spatial utility can improve spatial attachment in housing environments; 

2- A sense of security can impact upon spatial attachment in housing environments; 

3- Social interactions can affect spatial attachment in housing environments; and 

4- Housing environment framework can impact upon spatial attachment. 

Data Collection Method & Tool 

Spatial attachment data were collected by the research-made questionnaire including 72 question items 

about spatial attachment of the studied residents and their evaluation of housing framework and three 
subcategories i.e. security, social interactions, and spatial physical framework. The selected complexes (in 

districts 2-6 of Tehran) have the most similarity to each other in terms of years of building erection, 

numbers of residents, socio-cultural and economic parameters. These complexes are as follows: Yas 
(District 2), Nevisandegan (District 2), Omid B (District 4), Arghavan (District 5), and Behjat Abad 

(District 6). This questionnaire was randomly distributed among 400 residents of the selected complexes. 

313 questionnaires were completed (Table 1). The collected data were then analyzed by using SPSS 

software.  

  

Table 1: Distribution of the questionnaire and received 

Complex Name  
The questionnaire 

distributed  
The questionnaire received  The response rate of  

Yas  80  62  77%  

Nevisandgan  80  65  81 %  

Omid B  80  54  6 7%  

Arghavan 80  60  7 5%  

Behjatabad  80  72  90 %  
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Table 2: Profile of the Residential  

Complex 

Name  

The number 

of blocks  

Number of 

floors  

The 

whole 

unit  

The building  Plan 

Yas 19  13  468  1360  

 

Nevisandgan  7  7  122  1355  

 

Omid B  12  14  120  1370  

 

Arghavan 11  8  440  1380  

 

Behjatabad  14  12  380  1345  

 

 
The questionnaire reliability was assessed by performing Cronbach Alpha test (Table 3). The calculated 

reliability was 0.875, which is an indication of high reliability.  

 

Table 3: Cronbach Alpha test 

Cronbach's alpha Indicators Questionnaire 

0/875 Questionnaire 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Data Analysis 

For analysis of data and hypotheses, descriptive statistics (means and standard deviations) was used. The 
data normality and relationships between the variables were evaluated by performing Simonov-

Kolmogorov test and Pearson test respectively.  

The Data Normality Analysis 
The data normality was evaluated by performing Simonov-Kolmogorov test after collecting 

questionnaires and coding data.  

 

Table 4: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 

Variable name  Count  Significance level  

Security  313  0/631 

Social interaction  313  0/203 

Physical appearance of space  313  0/799 

Attachment to the Complex  313  0/292 

 

As level of significance for all variables is less than 0.05, the normality hypothesis is not rejected. 

Homogeneity of variances was examined by performing Levin test with regard to normal distribution of 
data.  

 

Table 5: Levine Test 

 F df1 df2 Significant level 

Security 

Social interaction  

spatial framework 
properties 

Spatial Attachment 

4/242 

1/477 

1/934 
0/711 

1 

1 

1 
1 

310 

310 

310 
310 

0/146 

0/232 

0/172 
0/404 

 

According to results of Levin test, the data variances are homogenous. 

 

Table 6: General Information 

Variable Count  The mean  Middle  Variance  
Deviation 

benchmark average 

Security 313 3/458 3/17 0/37 0/608 

Social interaction 313 2/28 3/23 0/233 0/483 

spatial framework properties 313 3/69 3/8 0/151 0/389 

Spatial Attachment 313 3/93 4 0/363 0/602 

 
Relationships between variables were evaluated by performing Pearson test (a parametric correlational 

test) (Table 7).  

Social interactions can impact upon spatial attachment to housing environments.  
 

Table 7: Relationship between Social Interaction & Spatial Attachment 

Test Spatial Attachment Variables 

The possibility Correlation 

There. 0/008 0/689 Security 

There. 0/018 0/708 Social interaction 

There. 
0/003 0/791 

spatial framework 
properties 
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As Table 7 shows, correlation between the variables is greater than 0.05. Therefore, they are significantly 

correlated with each other.  

In this section, impacts of the independent variables upon the dependent variable are measured by 
performing a multivariate regression analysis.  

 

Table 8: Regression-essential elements of multivariate analysis to predict the dependent variable 

stepwise 

Independent variables R 2R 2R modified 

Security 0/567 0/322 0/304 

Social interaction 0/735 0/601 0/599 

spatial framework properties 0/911 0/866 0/863 

 

As Table 8 shows, regression equation involves 3 stages. As the multivariate correlation coefficient in the 

third stage shows, security, social interaction, and framework properties can account for %86 of spatial 
attachment. As these variables can predict %86 of spatial attachment and only %14 cannot account for the 

dependent variable (1 − 𝑅2= 14), they are significant predictors.  

 

Table 9: Analysis of variables regression  

Phase  Variable name  B  Beta  T  Sig.T 

1  
Security  0/775  0/576  4/244  0/000  

Fixed regression  1/1  
 

1/879  0/000  

2  

Security  0/308  0/226 2/028  0/002  

Social interaction  0/810  0/674  6/056  0/000  

Fixed regression  0/076  
 

0/165  0/003  

3  

Security  0/08  0/058  0/925  0/04  

Social interaction  0/290  0/242  1/172  0/003  

spatial framework properties 0/716 0/728  9/406  0/000  

Fixed regression  -0/08  
 

-0/165  0/035  

 

Table 9 shows three-stage regression coefficients. Regression coefficient (B) and regression constant are 

0.775 and 1.1 respectively. By inserting other independent variables in stages 2 and 3, regression 
coefficients of security, social interactions, and framework are 0.08, 0.29, and 0.716 respectively and the 

regression constant is -0.080. The first-stage Beta is 0.567 i.e. per one added standard deviation in case of 

security, spatial attachment increases by 0.576. In the second stage, per one added standard deviation in 
case of security and social interaction, spatial attachment increases by 0.226 and 0.674 respectively. And 

this sequence continues. T values and Sig.T values are less than 0.05. Therefore, all coefficients are 

statistically significant.  

Conclusion 
Impacts of spatial utility upon spatial attachment are evaluated by considering spatial security indicators 

including security, social interactions, personality traits, duration of residence, and framework properties. 

The present study, inspired by Williams et al., (1989), used their three criteria of spatial utility i.e. social 
interactions, security, and spatial framework properties. In the first place, determinants of spatial utility 

were identified and their relationships with spatial attachment were assessed. Then, the questionnaire was 

distributed in 5 housing complexes of Tehran for the purpose of determining the relationships. The 

collected data were analyzed by using SPSS software. The findings showed high correlations between 
spatial utility indicators and spatial attachment (Table 7). Specifically, security, social interaction, and 

framework properties could account for %86 of spatial attachment. This result is a manifestation of their 
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high influence on spatial attachment. Thus, spatial attachment can be improved by strengthening security, 

social interactions, and framework properties.  
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